Who we are

From traditional to contemporary and every style in between, Kalco designs lighting fixtures that complement any environment. Our design teams carefully design and craft each product, incorporating rich details. Unique materials and accents, such as crystal, stone, leather and shell, add the perfect finishing touch.

Our products begin as premium iron stock, which is heated in a fire pit and formed with a hammer and anvil. Skilled artisans, whose craft has been honed by years of training, perform Kalco’s hand-forged wrought iron work.

Kalco’s natural shade options are hand made in the Philippines. Options include (clockwise from top) Buddha Leaf, Victorian Penshell mosaic, Art Nouveau Penshell mosaic, Penshell and Iridescent Shell.

After forging is complete, our products are painted by hand, using many layering techniques to create the rich finishes that have become our hallmark. Our lighting designs are completely hand-crafted, making every piece an original work of art.

We take great pride in offering you a wide variety of design options. Rather than pre-selecting complementary finishes and shades for our designs, we provide you the opportunity to personally select the finish and shade that will best complement your décor.
Custom

Hand-crafted, high quality iron lighting has always been synonymous with Kalco Lighting. In addition to the rich, hand-forged designs offered in our catalog, we are able to create custom works of iron art to order, working with you from design through completion of the final product.

Each custom piece takes time to create — time that will be well worth it once your beautifully detailed, personally finished work of art comes to life.

In addition to creating custom light fixtures, furniture, accessories and fireplace screens to order, Kalco can also scale items found in our catalog to match their intended installation requirements.

Depending on your needs, we can create a single piece or several hundred pieces of custom lighting, furniture or accessories. Regardless of quantity, each fixture will be carefully hand crafted, with the attention to detail that sets Kalco apart.

For more information about Kalco’s custom or contract/hospitality work, contact Customer Service at 800-525-2655 or fax 702-361-6487.

This custom-designed long wall bracket was created to match the Mirabelle collection.
Above: A personalized version of our standard Bon Appétit pot rack.

Right: The two-tier, twelve light Aspen chandelier was too small for a client’s living room. They requested a three-tier, twenty-two light version.

Below: A custom-designed semi-flush fixture was created by request around glass from the Tribecca collection. This fixture features LEED-approved dimmable ballasts.
Custom

Top Right: This Newport chandelier was increased in size from 40.5” d x 40.5” h to 62.5” d x 62.5” h.

Above: Our Cordova 5-Lt. Island was modified to a much larger 18-Lt. size.

Right: The twenty light chandelier found in our Ponderosa collection was made slightly wider and taller, and painted in Kalco’s Antique Copper finish.
contents

Aegean 89
Amelie 57
Americana 145
Aqueous 185
Aspen 113
Atlantis 163
Bedford 83
Chesapeake 91
Cirrus 187
Copenhagen 87
Cordova 111
Cottonwood 105
Durango 121
Escalier 81
Espille 179
Foster 165
G-Cleft 53
Galaxy 193
Grande 149
Hamilton 65
Ibiza 43
Keller 17
Mardi Gras 181
Marlowe 97
Mirabelle 39
Monaco 11
Morrise 169
Napa 137
Newport 173
Ophelia 49
Pasadena 177
Ponderosa 125
Preston 69
Richmond 161
Rodeo Drive 141
Santa Barbara 71
Somerset 77
Stargazer 194
Stratus 191
Strickland 61
Tribecca 29
Vine 153
Wellington 101
Windsor 21
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Kalco uses a series of icons to denote the finish, glass, shade and energy-saving options that are available on our products:

- **C**: All Group C glass, pg. 278
- **C**: Limited Group C glass, pg. 278
- **D**: Group D glass, pg. 282
- **E**: Group E glass, pg. 282
- **F**: Group F glass, pg. 282
- **G**: Group G glass, pg. 282
- **H**: Group H glass, pg. 281
- **K**: Group K glass, pg. 281
- **L**: Group L glass, pg. 282
- **M**: Group M glass, pg. 282
- **N**: Group N glass, pg. 282
- **O**: Group O glass, pg. 282

- **Shade options**: pg. 276
- **CALC**: Calcite shades available
- **Heavy fixture**: Energy-saving configuration available
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In addition to finish and glass/shade options, many of Kalco’s lighting fixtures offer an energy-saving conversion option, converting incandescent sockets to G24Q-1 13-watt compact fluorescents. This allows you to specify high quality decorative lighting that is also environmentally friendly. To locate fixtures that may be converted, look for the energy-saving icon (shown at bottom).

Look for the ENERGY STAR® logo in Kalco’s Tribecca collection pages. Select items in the Tribecca collection have received ENERGY STAR approval, which will save you energy costs and reduce greenhouse gas emissions in our atmosphere.

Kalco’s commitment to providing you with beautiful environmentally-friendly lighting is not limited to our interior collections. The Enchantment outdoor collection, shown at left, is only available with compact fluorescents, and many of our outdoor collections offer a conversion option.